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Let me clarify why is it next to impossible for #Hindus to win this ongoing

Ideological/ civilizational war with us #Muslims:

If the #Hindu cause is +1, #Islamic cause is -1, and 0 is neutral, then we #Muslims

are fighting hard for -1 while U Hindus R aiming for just 0!..(1/12)

..Let me explain:

V #Muslims attack #Hinduism.

U #Hindus attack only Traitors & Pakistan!

V fight for #Islamic cause.

U fight for #Nationalist cause!

We #Muslims want #Sharia state.

You #Hindus want #Secular state! ...(2/12)

... V R fighting #Religious war.

U just fighting political war!

V vote on Islamic grounds.

U vote on #SabkaSathSabkaVikas

V #Muslims never raise voice for #KashmiriPandits but burn cities for #Rohingyas!

U #Hindus speak for not only KP but also for Sufis & Balochis! ..(3/12)

...V #Muslims rename Rampur to Rahimpur

U #Hindus rename Aurangzeb rd to Kalam rd!

V speak for Junaid & Akhlaq only

U speak for GorakshakGopal & soldier Aurangzeb in same breadth!

V straight away abuse ur Religion & God

U only oppose the radicals amongst us! ...(4/12)
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V want rights to abuse only ur religion

U want rights to abuse all religions including urs!

The flags of #Pakistan is fully #Islamic but the flag of India is just 1/3rd #Hindu!

Pakistan has less than 1% Hindus remaining but Indian #Muslims are grown to 25%! ...(5/12)

.. #Muslims feel proud that V reduced #Hindus in Pakistan from 13% to 1% in 60 yrs.

but Indian #Hindus feel proud that they let Muslim population in India increase from 9% to 25%!

It's like Pakistan/Bangladesh is Muslims' personal FD but India is everyone's joint a/c! ...(6/12)

You #Hindus celebrate even the normal good Muslims and literally worship some (e.g. DrKalam, soldier Aurangzeb).

But we #Muslims don't consider Hindu Kafirs as worth keeping alive in Islamic countries! ...(7/12)

Also, #Nationalist #Hindus fight for #Secularism, so they speak against Radicals from both the sides. By doing this, they end

up hurting the Hindu cause and helping us #Muslims bcoz we Muslims never oppose any Muslims. Many of us in fact

support #IslamicTerrorists too! ...(8/12)

We #Muslims talk of atrocities of Indians in Kashmir (Forget the truth..), while You #Hindus talk of atrocities of Pakistan in

Balochistan.

In both the cases, someone is talking for the Muslims but no one cares for the original Hindu natives of Balochistan or

Kashmir! ...(9/12)

In short, While we #Muslims fight for purely selfish Islamic motives, You Hindus are fighting for mutually beneficial/neutral

outcomes for Hindus and Muslims! ...(10/12)

...We have 2 types of #Muslims in India: Hindu-Hating radicals and Moderates. Actually both R helping us #Muslims in

different ways: Radicals R preparing others via abusing ur religion and moderates are keeping you calm and making you

feel proud for being #Secular! ...(11/12)

Ultimately, #Islam ends up winning bcoz the radical Muslims are doing their -1 part and the moderate Muslims are stopping

you from doing your +1 part and making you settle for just 0! #CheckMate! ...(12/12)
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